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Statistical estimation in electron microscopy of the object
wavefunction under weak scattering conditions using
low-dose illumination from different directions
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Abstract . A statistically optimal (in the Cramer-Rao sense) reconstruction of
the object wavefunction is presented . The analysis is based on low-dose images of
weak phase-amplitude objects obtained by using parallel beams with four specific
tilts . The full statistical characterization of the result is given .

1 . Introduction
The imaging of the substructure of biological specimens by means of an electron

microscope is greatly limited by the radiation sensitivity of these objects . The
number of interacting electrons has to be minimized in order to reduce the radiation
damage (low-dose imaging) . However, the contrast in the low-dose images is poor
and has a very noisy appearance . The analysis of non-periodical objects is
particularly cumbersome because of the poor-signal-to-noise ratio of the low-dose
images .

In [1] the stochastic process that governs low-dose image formation was
analysed, providing the basis for the low-dose reconstruction of a weak phase-
amplitude object from two defocused images obtained with axial illumination .
Explicit expressions were derived for the variance of the reconstructed object
wavefunction [1] . In a previous paper [2] we discussed the statistical properties of a
more promising method for reconstructing the object wavefunction in the context of
low-dose electron microscopy . The reconstruction was based on two image intensity
distributions, obtained by illuminating the object consecutively from two different
directions . The discussion was given for one lateral spatial dimension only . In the
present paper the same problem is reexamined in greater depth :

(1) optimal estimators (i .e . those satisfying the minimal Cramer-Rao variance
bound) are derived, and

(2) a two-dimensional analysis is presented which turns out to be less straight-
forward than was suggested previously [2] .

Tilted-beam imaging has been the subject of numerous papers (see, for example,
Hawkes [3, 4]) . For the relationship with holography, see Wade [5] .

We make the assumption that the apertures of the microscope are squares . Of
course, the apertures of a real microscope are circular, but this complicates the
mathematical description and does not lead to deeper insight . The object wavefunc-
tion is estimated from low-dose images obtained with different directions of the
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oblique illumination. The stochastic nature of the recorded images is taken fully into
account, and the probability density function of the reconstructed object wavefunc-
tion is given in terms of the operating parameters of the microscope . We assume
coherent (quasi-monochromatic) illumination. The inelastically scattered electrons
are supposed to be removed from the imaging process by means of an appropriate
energy filter lens . Only the elastically scattered electrons contribute to the image
contrast .

In § 2 the various quantities describing image formation are defined, and the basic
equations are briefly recalled . In § 3 we expand the stochastic image in a set of
orthonormal functions, and the statistical properties of the coefficients in this
expansion are established . Section 4 is devoted to the reconstruction of the object
wavefunction and to the analysis of its statistical properties .

2. Image formation
In this section we briefly recall image formation in the conventional transmission

electron microscope (CTEM) with square diaphragms perpendicular to the optic
axis. The diaphragms are taken to be symmetric with respect to the optic axis . A
scheme of the optical system is shown in figure 1 . The image formation is
conveniently described by specifying the relations between the electron wavefunc-
tion in the three planes of figure 1 : the object plane, the exit pupil and the image
plane .

Y. y

object plane
z=0

exit pupil
Z = Zp

image plane
z=Z ;

Figure 1 . Schematic diagram of the imaging system .
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The image wavefunction,(,) is related to the object wavefunction 1 o (,) by (the
optical system is assumed to be isoplanatic)

i(x,y)=

	

dxO

	

dyoK(xo - x,yo -y)io(xo,yo),

	

(1)fQo

	

f Qo
where K(,) is given by (see, for example [6])

K(xo - x, yo -y) = J dl
J

d11exp{ - iY(~,rl) - 27ci[(xo-x)+(yo -y)rl]{ .

	

(2)
Q

	

Q

The wave-aberration function y(,) contains the spherical aberration (with coefficient
CS) and the defocus (with coefficient D) of the optical system :

Y(, n)=2ir 1 [aCs( 2 + 11 2 )2-4D( 2 + 11 2 )],

	

(3)

where 2 denotes the wavelength of the accelerated electrons . In equation (3) higher-
order aberrations such as coma and astigmatism are neglected . In the object plane xo
and y o are measured in units of 2 ; in the exit pupil and 11 are expressed in the (back)
focal length f of the imaging system. In the image plane x and y are measured in units
of M2, where M is the (lateral) magnification .

We now consider the interaction between the object and the illuminating electron
beam. In the low-dose regime the wavefunctions of the successively emitted
electrons do not overlap. There is no interaction between these electrons, so we can
describe the illuminating beam by a one-electron wavefunction . We assume
coherent illumination by a plane wave exp(-ik •r ), with wavenumber k=lkl=2n/2,
propagating in a direction that makes an angle B o with the optic axis (see figure 1) . In
a simple model for thin objects the object wavefunction is represented by

~o(xo, yo) = exp [1a(xo, yo) - 13(xo> yo&o(xo, yo) (4)

The wave tl' (,) represents the illuminating electron wavefunction ; it is the object
wavefunction in the absence of an object. The object causes a phase shift Lx(,) of the
illuminating electron wave . This phase shift is proportional to the projection along
the propagation direction of the electrostatic potential representing the object . The
function /3(,) denotes the amplitude attenuation of the illuminating electron
wavefunction which is caused by electrons removed from the beam by inelastic
scattering processes (energy filter lens) or interception by diaphragms . We restrict
ourselves to thin weak objects ; the object wavefunction in equation (4) may then be
approximated by

/io(xo, yo) = [1 + ia(xo, yo) - f3(xo, yo)]4o(xo, YO) .

	

(5)

Denoting the polar angles of the wave-vector k by Bo and 4) o (see figure 2), we easily
obtain

'o(xo, yo) = exp [ - 2ni(x o sin Bo cos tao +yo sin Bo sin 4 )],

	

(6)

where x o and y o are measured in units of 2 and z o =0. Defining the background
wavefunction (llb g (,) as the image wavefunction in the absence of an object, we obtain
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Figure 2 . The propagation direction of the illuminating electron wavefunction .

substituting equations (6) and (2) in equation (1), and carrying out the integration
over x o and yo ,

kg(x,y)=J d~J dtlexp[ - iy(~,~j)+27i(x~+ytl)]
a

	

a

sin [2itd(~ + sin 0, cos 4 o )] sin [2ttd(r~ + sin 00 sin 4')]
X	 	 (7)

tt(~ + sin 0 0 cos 0 0 )

	

7t(Yj + sin 00 sin 0 0 )

As the constant d is numerically large (the aperture in the object plane is large
compared with the wavelength /L), the two sinc functions in equation (7) can be
approximated by 6 functions . This yields

kbg(x, y) = exp [ - 1'y(- sin 00 cos 00 , - sin 0 0 sin 00 )

- 2iti(x sin 00 cos 00 +y sin B a sin 4 o )] .

	

(8)

In the derivation of equation (8) we have assumed that both sin Bo cos tb o and
sin 00 sin 00 are contained in the interval a ; this corresponds to bright-field imaging .

In the image plane information about the object structure is contained in
defined as

oi(x, Y) =
J

d~
J

dry Op(~, i1) exp [- iy(~, Q) + 2xi(x~ +yt1)],

	

(9)
a

	

a

where the wavefunction in the exit pupil ii p (,) is given by

gy p ( , r =
J

dx o

	

dyo exp { - 27ti[(~ + sin Bo cos 0o)xo + ( tl + sin 00 sin Oo)Yo] }
ao

	

ao

x [ia(xo,Yo)-/3(xo,Yo)] .

	

(10)
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The image intensity, i .e. the squared modulus of the image wave l4(,), plays an
important role in the image formation . The image intensity is given by

i'(x, Y)f* (x, Y) = kfbg(x,Y) + l i1(x,Y)12 .

	

(11)

Using equation (8), we find that the modulus of l/(x,y) is given by

!G(x,Y)1= [1 +4'bg(x,Y)/~l'(x,Y)+,bg(x,Y)il(x,Y)+O,(x,Y)i*(x,Y)]1/2 •

	

(12)

In § 3 we describe the stochastic image process and the image registration . For this
the recorded image is expanded into a set of orthonormal functions .

3 . Orthonormal expansion of the low-dose image
Here the expansion of the noisy recorded image into a set of orthonormal

functions is considered. Because of noise the recorded image is not proportional to
the squared modulus of the image wavefunction, but is instead a realization of a
stochastic process . Neglecting other sources of noise, such as current fluctuations in
the magnetic lenses and mechanical vibrations, we only take the quantum (shot)-
noise into account because of its major and fundamental importance in low-dose
imaging .

The stochastic process that characterizes the low-dose image is described
extensively in [1], so its main features are only briefly summarized here . The low-
dose electron source is a Poisson source ; the successive emissions are independent
events . The total number of electrons nT emitted during the exposure time T is a
random variable distributed according to the Poisson distribution :

P{nT =k}=exp (-AST)(,~ST)k/k!,

	

k=0, 1, 2, . . .,

	

(13)

where A S is the electron source intensity (the mean number of emissions per second) .
We use the hat symbol to denote random variables . The low-dose image is assumed
to be recorded in the following idealized way (new developments in instrumentation
and recording in electron microscopy are enabling this ideal to be approached more
and more closely). The detector is divided into a large number N2 of identical non-
overlapping squares . We assume that each image cell exactly counts all the electrons
arriving at the cell . Consequently a recorded image consists of an N x N array of
independent random counts (n k , l), (k, l)E{1, . . . , N} . In the low-dose regime the
probability that an electron which is emitted by the source will arrive in the (k, 1)
image cell is given by

Pk , 1 =6o
2 J J

	

dx dY O(x,Y)O*(x,Y),

	

(14)

where Ak , 1 denotes the area of the (k, l)th image cell . In equation (14) the
normalization is chosen such that the total probability is unity for the background
wavefunction, and Qo is the area of the aperture in both the object plane and the
image plane . The recorded image is a realization of a stochastic Poisson process,
characterized by

~N ~N
P{r11,1, . . .,Ylk,l, . . .,rIN,N}= 11 11 exp( - Ak,l)(, k,l) nkl /(nk 1)! •

	

(15)
k=1 1=1

The random counts nk , 1 are Poisson-distributed random variables with parameter

Ak,l - ~ S TPk,l .
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The image wavefunction is a band-limited function of bandwith E, so its squared
modulus has bandwidth 2E. In § 4 it is shown that the highest (spatial) frequency we
can use in the reconstruction of the object wavefunction is equal to zE . In order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we consider the squared modulus of the image
wavefunction having a bandwidth of ZE . Applying Whittaker-Shannon sampling to
the image results in N2 image cells, with N equal to 3a a .

Substituting equation (14) in equation (16) and approximating the integral
results in

2k,l= , STN-2/(k/3E, l/3E)1*(k/3E, l/3E),

	

(17)

with
(k, 1)e{ -ZN, -ZN+ 1 . . . . 1 0, . . . , ZN-1 } . We now expand the modulus of 0(,) into a
set of orthonormal functions . It is convenient to write the two-dimensional
orthonormal functions as a direct product of two one-dimensional functions . From
equation (12) we have the expansion

N-1 N-1
10(k/3E, l/3E)I =1 + Y Y am , n0m(k/3E)cp n(l/3E) .

M=0 n=0

The functions 4 m and Wn are chosen to be orthonormal on the interval (-d, +d) .
This set of functions is complete if the indices m and n in equation (18) go up to
infinity . This is not required here because the image is sampled in squares with side
of length (3E) -1 . Within the cells the value of the functions is taken to be a constant .

From equation (17), we have that
N-1 N-1

	

,/,

	

2
)k,1(a)=STN-2 C 1 +

	

Y_ am, n4'm(k/3E)0n(l/3E) ] .

	

(19 )
m=0 n=0

Our aim is to estimate the expansion coefficients a=( . . . ,a)from the random
variables n=( . . . , nk , l , . . .) using equations (15) and (19). As the variables n are
integers, the accuracy attainable in the coefficients a is limited to about N2 /)L ST. The
maximum likelihood method claims as the best estimate of a those values which
maximize the likelihood function L(n, a) . This function is the joint probability of the
observations. When the paramaters a have their true value, L(n, a) is the probability
of obtaining the recorded count pattern 6 given in equation (15) :

tN - 1 zN-1

L(fl,a)= 11

	

fl exp( - Ak,l(a))2k,l(a) fik' i / nk,1! .
k=-;N 1=-,N

(20)

In Appendix A the likelihood function (20) is used to determine the amount of
information about the parameters a contained in the recorded image n . Closely
related to this Fisher information matrix is the minimum achievable error variance of
the parameters a as expressed in the Cramer-Rao bound (see, for example, [7-9]) .
The estimated values for the parameters depend on the data, so they too are random
variables . Knowledge of their probability density, or at least of the first two
moments, is of as much importance as the values themselves . We return to this
subject further on . In order to simplify the estimation of the parameters a, we
introduce the auxiliary variables s k, 1 , ( k, l)n{-zN, . . . , zN-1} :

E{nk,l} =,STN-2{1 +sk,l}2 .

	

(21)
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From equation (21) s k, I is estimated from

Sk,I = ( STN-2)-1/2[nk/i -(2STN-2)1/2] . (22)

In Appendix B it is shown that the probability density function of S k , I is to a good
approximation gaussian, with mean equal to s k , I and variance equal to N2(4A 5 T) -1

From equations (19), (21) and (22), the relation between the auxiliary random
variables Sk, I and the parameters a is obtained as

N-1 N-1
{Sk,I} _ I Y am, n4m(k/ 3E)On(l/ 3 E),

	

(k, l)e{-4N	N-1} .

	

(23)
m=0 n=0

By using equation (23), the parameters a can be estimated either by the method of
least squares or by the maximum likelihood method, once the probability density
function of each ik , I is gaussian . The variance of ik , I does not depend on a, so the
estimated values for a are obtained by minimizing Q 2 , which is defined as

iN-1 ,1 -+ 1

	

N-1 N-1

	

,2
Q2= ~1

	

Ll I Sk,I -

	

am,n~m(k/3E)O n(l/3E)J .

	

(24)
k=-,N k= -2'N

	

m=0 n=0

Minimizing Q 2 with respect to a gives for the parameters a,,q the expression

a

	

zN-1 i
Q
2=

	

N-1

	

N-1 N-1~`

	

~'

	

,/,
L,

	

~, 2' Sk, I - L,

	

, am,n~Ym(k/ 3E) (pn(l/3E)
aa p q

	

k= - 2N I=-zN

	

m=0 n=0

x O p ( k/3e)cpq(l/3E)=0 .

	

(25)

Using the orthonormality relations
zN-1
Y 0m(k/ 3e)Op(k/3 E) = Sm,p,

	

(26 )
k= -iN

we obtain
iN-1 iN-1

tip, q= Y_ Y Sk,ltp(k13E)4) q (l13e), (p,&-{0,...,N-l}. (27)
k=-zN I=-zN

For the expectation value of ap,q we obtain from equation (23)

E{a p, q} = ap, q ,

	

(28)

so the statistic (27) is unbiased . We remark here again that the number of significant
figures which can be retrieved from the integer data variables 6 is limited to an
accuracy of aboutN2 (~,T) -1 . As the probability density function of the 1k , I variables
is (to a good approximation) gaussian, as is shown in Appendix B, the probability
density of a p,q is also gaussian . For the variance of 6p,, we find that

;N-1 iN-1
var(ap, q)=

	

Y var( .k , I )0p(k/3E)4q(l/3E)
k=-zN I= -zN

=N2 (4)L S T) -i ,

	

(P, q)e{0, . . . , N-1} .

	

(29)

The covariance matrix V of the estimated parameters is given by

vr,s ;p,q= E{(a r,s - E{ar,s})(ap,q - E{ap,q})} =N2 (42ST ) 1S r,pSs,q •

	

( 30 )

because of the statistical independence of the a parameters, a result that follows from
the independence of the 6 recordings [1] .
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From equations (30) and (29) we conclude that the estimated parameters a of the
expansion (19) are uncorrelated and gaussian distributed . The mean equals the true
value given by equation (28), and the variance is given by eqation (29), which shows
that the variance is a quantity independent of the object .

Moreover, comparing the covariance matrix V in equation (30) with the Cramer-
Rao bound in Appendix A, we see that they are identical . We therefore conclude that
the expansion parameters a are efficiently estimated, i .e. estimated with the lowest
achievable error variance . Equation (27) is therefore an efficient statistic, and all the
information that is contained in the data is converted into estimated values . In § 4 we
use the expansions of the recorded images to reconstruct the object wavefunction .

4. Reconstruction of the object wavefunction
In this section relations are derived between the object wavefunction and the

recorded low-dose images . In order to do so the wavefunction in the exit pupil is
determined using the orthonormal expansion of the image data described in §3 .
Using equations (12) and (18), we obtain

N-1 N-1
Z E i ., .O.(k/3E)O„ (l/3E) Re [ 1bg (k/3e, l/3e)o ;l(k/3e, l/3E)],
m=0 m=0

where we have neglected the squared modulus of >V;(,) and approximated the square
root by the first two terms of its Taylor expansion . This is an admissible
approximation because we have restricted ourselves to weak objects .

We have not yet specified the orthonormal functions to be used in the expansion
(19) . Because of their convenient properties under Fourier transformation, we
choose the prolate spheroidal functions [10] . (For an overview of the properties of
these functions, see for example Frieden [11] .) The prolate spheroidal functions Dn
are the eigenfunctions of the finite Fourier transform operator, and are defined by the
integral equations [12]

1
a c̀i 'vj(y)=

J

	

exp(icxy)(Dj(x)dx,

	

-1<x<,1 .

	

(32)
1

Introducing the new integration variables x'=dx and =2Ey, and defining the
function 0,(x')= t5(x'/d), transforms equation (32) into

d

aj dcbj	
(

23 ~
=

	

exp (2xix'~)ta ;(x') dx',

	

(33)
d

where we choose c = 3ircd . The interval of is given by -2E- 52 E . The superscript
c has been omitted in equation (33) ; c equals z7C times the space-bandwidth product :
C = z7rN= z7c.3E.2d .

In its discrete representation, equation (33) is written as

2N- 1
za„Ntfi„(l/3e)= Y_ exp(27ciklN-1)-P„(k/3E),

	

(34)
k=-,N

with N=6de=3uoc, le{-ZN,-ZN+1, . . .,ZN-1} .
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Calculating the Fourier transform of the left-hand-side of equation (31), we
obtain, with equation (34)

;N-1 iN-1

	

N-1 N-1
Y_

	

Y_ exp [27ti(kk'+ll')N -1 ] Y Y am ,„(km(k/3E)4 n(l/3E)
k= ',N I=-iN

	

m=0 n=0
N-1 N-1

= 1N2

	

am,naman~m(k'/3E)c~n(l'/3E) .

	

(35)
m=0 n=0

For the right-hand-side of equation (31) we obtain, with equations (8) and (9),

2N.1i -1 iN-1
exp [2iri(kk'+ll')N-1 ] Re [ti bg(k/3E, l/3E)Or(k/3E, l/3e)]

k=-zN I=-zN
1 ?N- 1 ?N- 1

exp [2~ti(kk'+ll')N-1] exp [-iy(-sin B o cos 00, - sin 00 sin 0,)
2 k= -zN l=-iN

- 2ni(3E) -1 (k sin 00 cos 0 0 + 1 sin 0 o sin 00)]

x

	

d~
J

dri ~p (~, tl) exp [iy(~, rl)-27ti(3E) -1(k~ +lrl)] +c .c .
}

	

(36)
a

	

Q

where c .c. denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding term. The summations in
equation (36) over k and lcan be carried out, and result in sinc functions which can be
approximated by 6 functions, as in equation (7) . These 6 functions allow us to carry
out the integrations over ~ and rl in equations (36), which leads to

N-1 N-1
4N2 Y am,naman`Ym\k' / 3 E)t~n(l' / 3 E)

m=0 n=0
= 2(3E) 2 exp { -iy(-sin 0 0 cos cp 0 , - sin 0 0 sin 00)

+iy[(k'/2d)-sin 00 cos 00 , (l'/2d)-sin 0, sin 0,]J

x t1' [(k'/2d)-sin 00 cos 4)o, (l'/2d)-sin 0 0 sin 00 ]

x recta [sin 0, cos 0o-(k'/2d)] rect a [sin 0 0 sin 0o-(l'/2d)]

+ 2'(3V ) 2 exp {iy(-sin 0 0 cos cp o, - sin 0 0 , sin Q5o)

- iy[( - k'/2d) + sin 0, cos tpo, (- l'/2d) + sin 0, sin 00 ] }

x O p[(- k'/2d)+sin 0 0 cos 00 , (- 1'12d) + sin 0 0 sin 0 0 1

x rect a [-sin 00 cos 0o-(k'/2d)] recta [-sin 0 0 sin 0o-(l'/2d)],

	

(37)

38

Equation (37) is the basic equation for the determination of the Ji (,) function . We
assumed that the first exposure (denoted by superscript I) has been made with the tilt
angles 0, and 0, (see figure 2) of the illuminating beam specified by

010 E2-1/z
1

	

1

so that sin 0osincpo=sin0ocostbo^-ZE (as E'10 -3 -10 -2) .

(39)

where the rect function is defined as

1, I t I <'E
rect a (t) = 0, elsewhere .
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1'/2d t

-312E

312E

1 12E

-3/2E

WP

k/2 d

Figure 3 . The regions in the (k', l') plane representing the support of the rect functions in
equation (40) .

With equations (39) we obtain from the first exposure

N-1 N-1

4N 2 Y_

	

am, nanam4 m(k'/3e)~n(l'/3e)
M=0 n=0

= 1(3E) 2 exp { - iy( - 4e, -ze)+iy[(k'/2d)-Ze, (l'/2d)-zs]}
x t`P[(k'/2d) -12

	

2e, (l'/2d) - 1e]rect E [ 2 e - (k'/2d )] rectE [1e - (1'12d)]

+21(3E) 2 exp {iy(- 12

	

2r, -4c)-iy[-(k'/2d)+ 1r, -(l'/2d)+ze]}

x ll/p[-(k'/2d)+ 12

	

2r, -(l'/2d)+'r]rect E [-ze-(k'/2d] rect E [-ze-(l'/2d)] . (40)

Since the supports of the rect functions in equation (40) do not overlap one another
everywhere, regions in the (k', l') plane now emerge where 0P(,) respectively O p (,) can
be determined separately . These regions are shown in figure 3 . From figure 3 we see
that only when k'/2d and l'/2d both lie between - Ze and Ze do O p (,)(,) and t/iP (,) appear
together in equation (40), so therefore 'Gp (,) and 0P(,) cannot be determined in this
region from the first exposure only . In the regions of figure 3 marked with 0p and I//p ,

these functions can be determined separately . Also from figure 3, we see that the
highest-frequency component of the (k',1') plane corresponds to ie; this is why in § 3
Whittaker-Shannon sampling of the recorded image was chosen to correspond to a
bandwidth of 2e . We now focus on the determination of 0(k'/2d, l'/2d) in the square :
-e < (k'12d, l'/2d) < e . By taking another exposure with tilt angles

911
- 0'0 =e2 -1/2

n
0

(p

	

01 + 7L 5 7C
_
0 - 0 - 4

(41)

-1 12E

-1/2 F_

-E

w,



we obtain the relation
N-1 N-1

,_1N 2 L_

	

am,nan«m4~m(k'/3E)~n(l'/ 3 E)
M=0 n=0

=2(3e) 2 exp { - iy(ZE, 2'E) + iy[(k'/2d) + l e, (t'/2d) +Zc]}

x t/iP [(k'/2d)+4E, (l'/2d)+4E] rect a [-4E-(k'/2d)] recta [-ZE-(l'/2d)]

+2(3c) 2 exp {iy(4E, 1e)-iy[-(k'/2d)-be, -(l'/2d)-4E]}

x O,[-(k'/2d)-1
2

	

2r, -(l'/2d)-1E] recta [ZE-(k'/2d)] rect a [1e-(l'/2d)] .

Equation (42) allows us to calculate the Op(,) function in that part of the square in the
(k', l') plane which was inaccessible in the previous step (equation (40)) . In the region
shown in figure 3 where the rect functions do overlap, we still cannot determine 1// P (,)
and 0p(,) . The reason is that equations (40) and (42) are not independent in this
region, as can be seen by taking the complex conjugate of equation (42) and changing
k' into - k', and 1' into -l', and using the even symmetry of the aberration function
y(,) . The 1/'P (,) function is now known in the full square (-ZE < k'/2d, l'/2d <Zc) from
equations (40) and (42), and the object wavefunction can be determined by inverting
equation (10) . Equation (42) contains more information, however, because the same
procedure as utilized in equation (40) can be repeated here . Using all the available
information leads to an accuracy in the determination of 1//P(,), which is not constant
over the range of spatial frequencies involved . In order to achieve uniform accuracy
we have to take yet another two exposures with beam tilt angles

0111- 01=E2-1/2

	

U0 =00=E2
-1/2 ,

"'-_

	

,~, 1

	

1

	

,/,'v- ,~

	

1

	

3

	

(43)
00 - 4'0

	

4~, 4 0 - 4 0+2~ =47r •

With these four exposures we are able to make three complete reconstructions for
each point (k/2E, l/2E) of the object wavefunction . Taking the mean of these
reconstructed values results in a reduced variance of the noise . The reconstructed
object wavefunctions result from inverting equation (10) . As high frequency,
information about the object is lost via the aperture in the exit pupil, we have to
approximate ia(,)-f(,) by a band-limited (filtered) version denoted by ia(,)-~(,) . In
principle, bandwidth extrapolation is possible but it increases the variance of noise
considerably .

Except for the `missing' quadrant of the square in the (k', l') plane (see figure 3),

the 1// P (,) resulting from exposure I is given by

2(3E) 2t/ip[(-k'/2d)+4E, -(l'/2d)+'r]

=exp {-iy(-ZE, -ZE)+iy[-(k'/2d)+ -c, -(l'/2d)+ZE]}

N-1 N-1

	

,/,

	

,/,
x N2 Y Y am>nanam`Ym(k'/3E)4Pn(l'/3E) .

	

(44)
m=0 n=0

Using equation (10) we obtain the following relation for the object wavefunctions :

O'P[-(k'/2d)+4E, -(l'/2d)+Zc]

=J
dx

0J
dy o exp(-2xxi{[-(k'/2d)+E]x o

ao

	

Qo
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(42)

+[-(l'/2d)+E]yo})[ia(xo,Yo)-fl(xo,yo)] .

	

(45)
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Introducing the new variables k/2d=-(k'/2d)+ -a and l/2d=-(l'/2d)+'e, and2

	

2
taking the discrete Fourier transform of both sides of equation (45), by carrying out
the summations over k and 1 on the right-hand-side with N'=2d2E=u,u we obtain

1N' - 1 1 N' - 1
N'

-z Y

	

Y t/i'P(k/2d,1/2d) exp [-2iri(kr+ls)N -1 ]
k=-tN' 1=-+N'

Q= N-2 J dx°

	

dyo [iu(x0,Yo) - l3(x0,Yo)] exp {7'[(r/N')+(x0/2d)-Ex0]
o

	

fQo

Sin{2iE[(r/2£)+x0]} s1n{2irE[(s/2£)+y o]}
+ mi[(s/N') + (y0/ 2d) - Eyo]}

		

(46)
sin {rt[(r/2E)+x0]/2d} sin {rc[(s/2E)+yo]/2d}

We now introduce a new function,

'IXrs(x0, YO) - 13"(x0,
y0)

27ca[(r/2E)+x0]

	

2irE[(s/2E)+y o]
={ia(xo YO)-Nxo Yo)} sin {n[(r/2E)+x0]/2d} sin {x[(s/2E)+y°]/2d}

x exp
[
76

( N, + 2d -Ex
o + N, + 2d - £

yo / J
.

Its band-limited (filtered) approximation is
7~

	

2N'-i #N'-1

	

n m

	

/~

	

n m
'IXrs(x0,YO) - l~rs(xo,YO) = Y_

	

L [ZIXrs 2E 2£

	

2E 2En=-,N' m= -+N

(47)

X
sin{2'nE[x0-(n/2£)]} sin{2tra[y 0 -(m/2E)]}

	

(48)

2tra[x0 -(n/2E)]

	

2'ta[yo-(m/2£)]

The integration over x 0 and yo in equation (46) can be carried out using the
orthogonality property

f _ ~ °° sin {2m£[x0-(n/2£)]} sin {2nc£[x0-(r/2E)]}
2mc£[x 0 -(n/2E)]

	

27cE[x0-(r/2E)]
	 dx° =(2E) -1 8 n r ,

	

(49)

which in our case gives a good approximation because d is very large compared with
the wavelength .

After a straightforward computation we find that
1N'-1 sN'-1

N' -2 Y

	

Y t,1 (k/ 2d, l/2d) exp [-2iri(kr+ls)N'-i ]
k =- 2N' 1=-tN'

=(2E) -2 [ic (-r/2E, -s/2E)-$(-r/2E, -s/2E)] exp [iit(r+s)/2] .

	

(50)
From equation (44) we obtain, using equations (49) and (50),

[i12(-r/2£, -s/2E)- fl( -r/2E, -s/2E)] exp [iir(r+s)/2]
iN'-1 tN'-1

=exp

	

E, -2E)]

	

exp [iy(k/2d, l/2d)-2ni(kr+ls)N' -1 ]
k=-12N' 1=-tN'

N-1 N-1
x Y_ Y_ Cl ;,,,nanam(am( - k/3£+3d)(p n( - Z/3E+3d) .

	

(51)
m=0 n=0

In equation (51) we have to exclude in the summation over k and l the region in which
0'(,) could not be resolved from exposure I . For each of exposures I-IV we performP
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the calculation (51), excluding the inaccessible zones and taking the correct tilt
angles . This results in four descriptions of the estimated 6(,) and fl(,) functions ; these
four reconstructions are equivalent to three reconstructions obtained using the
function i,(k'/2d, l'/2d) in the whole square. The final estimated &(,) and ri(,)
functions are the mean values of the four descriptions (51) .

Since equations (44) and (45) are linear, the estimated function values are
independent gaussian random variables with

E[id(-r/2e, -s/2c)-f(-r/2c, -s/2e)]=2a(-r/2c, -s/2E)-f(-r/2e, -s/2c),
1(r,s)E{-'Y , . . .,ZN-1} .

	

(52)

The calculation of the variances is more involved . From the first exposure we derive
the variance

;N'-1 ;N'-1 N-1 N-1
var, {I}=1N2(4,.ST)-1 Y'

	

Y1

	

Y Y lan1 2 1am1 2 0m( - k/3c+3d)
k= -12N , J=- 12N , m=0 n=0

x fin(-l/3c+3d) .

	

(53)

In the primed summations over k and l we exclude those values of k and l for which
Op(,) could not be solved from exposure I . According to Slepian [12], Iam2 is
approximately constant and equal to N-1 for 0 < n < N-1, and zero elsewhere, so
la n 1 2 and Ia m j2 can be replaced by N-1 . The three remaining exposures can all be
treated in the same way. Combining the variances of the four exposures, we find the
variance of the resulting & to be given by

4
var{/3} =var {1} =4 Y varj {I}

j=1

;N-1 ;N-1
=8.3 .N2(42 gT) -1 Y

	

rim(-k/3c)~n(-l/3e)

	

(54)
k=-;N l=-iN

=sN2(4)L T) -1 ,

where we used the orthonormality of 4m(,) . Note that in combining the four
exposures, the summations over k and l cover the rectangle -2 N,< k,152N-1 three
times .

5 . Conclusions
We have extended a previous analysis [2] in which we characterizied statistically

the object wavefunction, which was calculated using exposures obtained with two
different tilts of the illuminating beam . The main results of the present work are as
follows :

(1) The analysis has been extended to two spatial dimensions . This extension is
less straightforward than might be expected : we need four different tilts of
the illuminating parallel beam in order to assure uniform accuracy
(variance) in the part of the spatial frequency domain that is of interest .

(2) The reconstruction of the object wavefunction is optimal in the sense that the
variance of the reconstruction is minimal (Cramer-Rao bound) .

(3) It has been shown, via the Fisher matrix, that all the information contained in
the measurement data has been used .

All the advantages of the previous approach [2] remain unchanged .
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Appendix A
Here we derive the Cramer-Rao bound for the variance of the parameters to be

estimated : a=(a0 , 0 , . . . , a,,, ,,, . . . , aN_ 1 , N_ 1 ) in equation (19) . This Cramer-Rao
bound is the minimum value for the variance which is achievable, whatever the
estimation method from the recorded image n . (For an intuitively appealing
interpretation of the Cramer-Rao inequality, see Gardner [13] .)

We first calculate the amount of information that is contained in the data r about
the parameters a . According to Fisher [15] this amount of information is defined by
the matrix

F(fl, a)r,s ; p , q =E
[

	 a lnL(n, a) a In L(h, a)1,

	

(A 1)
aar,s

	

aap,q

where L(h, a) is the likelihood function of equation (20). Under the assumption that
L(h, a) is sufficiently regular for differentiation and integration, to be interchange-
able, equation (A 1) is equivalent to

a2
F(n, a) r , s; p , q = -E

	

In L(fl, a)

	

(A 2)
la,s as p,

Substituting equation (20) in equation (A 2), and using equation (19), gives the
Fisher information matrix

- nk, l a

	

o
F(fi,a)r,s;P,q--E{

	

2

	

~k,l

	

~k,l
k l

	

''k,l aar s

	

aap,q

+ n
k l

	

a2
7

	

k, L
[

	

1 la, s aap, 9

= 4~sTN- 2Sr, p 5s, q .

	

(A 3 )
The Cramer-Rao bound for the variance of an unbiased statistic is equal to the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix (A 1) (see, for example [7-9]) . From
equation (A 3) we observe that the parameters a all have the same Cramer-Rao
bound and that they are not interconnected ; that means that information about one
specific parameter a k, l does not give information about any other parameter a p,q .

Appendix B
Here we determine the probability density function of the estimated value s" k, l of

the auxiliary variable s k , l defined in equation (2). To simplify the notation we drop
the subscripts (k, 1) and abbreviate the mean number of arriving electrons per image
cell , STN -2 by 2o . From equation (21) we have that

n=2,a(1 +s) 2 ,

	

(B 1)

and s is estimated by :
f=A 112(n1 2-)0 2 ) . (B 2)



Applying the transformation (B 2) which has jacobian Z(10 i) 1 J 2 , and using
equation (B 3) gives the probability density function of s as

p(s)=22(1 +s) exp [-20(1 +s)2] [20(1 +s) 2 ] zo(1+x)2 /[20 (1 +s) z ]!

	

(B 5)

Applying Stirling's approximation to the factorial

n! - (2nn) 112 n" exp ( - n),

	

(B 6)

we obtain for equation (B 5) :

P(s)=(2n)` 112(42)1/z expC - 2(1+s)z +22(1+s) 2 In( 1
+s )+2o(1+s)

2
]

. (B7)

Expanding the logarithm in equation (B 7) in a power series, we obtain to third order
in sand99

p(i)^-(2n)-112(4),0)1/2 exp{-22 o(s-S) z - 220[3(5 -S3)+S.(s-S)]} .

	

(B 8)

Defining o.z as

6z = (420 ) -1 ,

	

(B 9)

equation (B 8) can be written as

p(g) ^-(2n6 z ) -l l z exp[- 1zv -z (s s) z]exp{ ?a-z[3(f3-S3)+Ss(s-S)]} . (B 10)

The second exponential in equation (B10) is close to unity because s<<1 (and
consequently §<< 1) because we have restricted ourselves to weak objects, so we have
to a good approximation that

p(i) (2na2 ) - 1
J 2 exp [- 1a-2(s-s)2] .

	

(B 11)

From equation (B 11) we observe that the probability density function of s is
gaussian, with mean equal to the true values and with variance (42 . 0) -1 . This result is
in agreement with the results obtained by Anscombe [14] and used previously by us
[1] . Anscombe applied the square root transformation

y=(n+c) 1 J 1 '

	

( B 12)

where ii is a Poisson-distributed random variable with parameter 2, and observed
that y is distributed gaussian asymptotically in 2 . In particular, Anscombe obtained

E{y}^_(2+c) 1/ z -(821 / 2 ) -1 +(1282312 ) -1(24c-7),

	

(B 13)

var{(y+c) l / z } _4[1+(82) -1 (3-8c)+(3222 ) - '(32c z -52c+17)] .

	

(B 14)

Substituting for the arbitrary constant c the value $ results in a nearly constant
variance for moderate values of 2 .

On presente une reconstruction statistique optimale (au sens de Cramer-Rao) de la
fonction d'onde objet. L'analyse est basee sur des images d'objets de faibles variations
d'amplitude et de phase obtenues en utilisant des faisceaux paralleles avec quatre inclinaisons
specifiques . On donne toutes les caracteristiques statistiques du resultat .
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As n is distributed according to the Poisson distribution, we have that
P{n} =exp(-(B3)

with
2=20(1 +s) z .
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Eine statistisch optimale (im Cramer-Rao Sinn) Rekonstruktion der Objektwellenfunk-
tion wird prasentiert . Die Analyse basiert auf Niedrigdosisbildern schwacher Phasenobjekte
bei parallelen Strahlen mit vier spezifischen Neigungen . Die vollstandige statistische
Charakterisierung des Ergebnisses wird mitgeteilt .
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